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SCROLL SAW TT406E - 230V

€161,16 (excl. VAT)

The scroll saw TT406E is a compact saw with parallel action and different speeds. Use this scroll saw for a
wide range of applications in fine detail sawing. Suitable for solid wood as well as for sheet metal or even
non-ferrous metals. Indicated to use the higher speed of the machine for soft wood. The lower speed is

perfect for solid wood, harder plastics and soft metals. The worktop can be mitered and has a translucent
middle surface. The saw is equipped with an air blower to blow away the dust while working. It is possible

to mount saw ribbons both with and without a pin on this machine.

SKU: 0SS406E
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The scroll saw TT406E is a compact saw with parallel action and different speeds. Use this scroll saw for a wide
range of applications in fine detail sawing. Suitable for solid wood as well as for sheet metal or even non-ferrous

metals. Indicated to use the higher speed of the machine for soft wood. The lower speed is perfect for solid
wood, harder plastics and soft metals. The worktop can be mitered and has a translucent middle surface. The
saw is equipped with an air blower to blow away the dust while working. It is possible to mount saw ribbons

both with and without a pin on this machine.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Scroll saw
Different speeds
Tiltable worktop

For hard or soft woods
For plastics or non-ferrous metals

DESCRIPTION

The scroll saw TT406E is a compact saw with parallel action and different speeds. Use this scroll saw for a wide
range of applications in fine detail sawing. Suitable for solid wood as well as for sheet metal or even non-ferrous

metals. Indicated to use the higher speed of the machine for soft wood. The lower speed is perfect for solid
wood, harder plastics and soft metals. The worktop can be mitered and has a translucent middle surface. The
saw is equipped with an air blower to blow away the dust while working. It is possible to mount saw ribbons

both with and without a pin on this machine.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 24 kg

Voltage 230 V

Input Power 90W

No-load speed 400-1600rpm

Max. height work piece 50mm

Max. depth saw cut 406mm

Work table 380x250mm

Table tilt -15° – 45°
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